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1.

INTRODUCTION

In most cases the statistical theory of linear systems is concerned with stochastic
models where the inputs are observed without errors. Models where both inputs
and outputs are contaminated by errors are usually called errors-in-variables
(EV) models. In many situations-especially if we are concerned with the analysis
of the 'true' system rather than with prediction of one observed process from
an other one-EV models provide a more adequate way of stochastic modelling,
allowing for a symmetric treatment of all variables. This, together with the
intrinsic difficulties of the statistical analysis of EV models, has recently been
pointed out by Kalman (1981). Note that errors in measurements is only one
special interpretation for the errors contaminating inputs and outputs respectively.
We will only deal with a special case here, namely (mainly) with scalar linear
dynamic errors in variables models and our analysis is based on second moments
only.
It is well known, that special dynamic structures (e.g., in the input process)
can help to guarantee identifiahility in EV models (Reiersol, 1941). Since then
identifiabilityin dynamic EV models has been investigated by a number of authors
(see e.g., Maravalt, 1979; Aigner, Hsiao, Kapteyn and Wansbeek, 1982; Hsiao,
1982; Wegge, 1982). In these investigations local identifiability is shown under
certain assumptions using an inverse function theorem. According to our knowledge the only paper dealing with global identifiabilityin this context is Soderstram
(1980).
The systems considered are of the form:
y: = w,(z)x:
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where z denotes the backward-shift operator (as well as a complex variable),

and where (y?) and (x:) are the unobserved stationary output and input process
respectively. The unobserved inputs are assumed to be a linearly regular stationary
process with Wold-decomposition

and the observed inputs and outputs respectively, (x,) and (y,) say, are given by
the 'measurement error equations'
x, = xT + w2(z)ut

(3)

Y! = YT + w4(z)ot

(4)

and
where

m

w2(z) =

m

1 W2(i)z1;
1-0

w4(z)=

C W4(i)zL
1-0

and w2(z)u, and w4(z)u, are the Wold-decompositions of the 'measurementerrors'. The W,(i) are square summable (over i) for j= 1,.. . ,4 and the Wl(i)
are assumed to be such that yT exists in the mean squares sense. The assumptions
,
w,(z)o, are regular stationary processes are made for
that (xT), w ~ ( z ) uand
notational convenience and may easily be relaxed. The same holds for the
assumption that w,(z) can be represented as 1 W,(i)zl. Note also, that the
summation limits in defining wl(z) are set so as not to force wl(z) a priori to
be causal at this point: causality would correspond to a summation running over
the nonnegative integers only.
Every system satisfying (1)-(4) is called an error-in-variables (EV) system.
We will consider the scalar case only if the contrary is not stated explicitly.
Throughout the paper we will assume:
(i) The joint process
covariance matrix i.e.,

(E,,

u,, 0,)' is white noise with a diagonal varianceE(G, ur, or)=O

E(E,, US, uJ'(E~,U.

00 =ast.

0;

0

0

VU

lo
where uu,nu,us3 0
(ii) W,(O)=l; j=2,3,4.

0

I:
0

Note that we have no analogous assumption for Wl(0). Also no assumption
about the roots of wl(z) is made a priori.
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(1)-(4) can be written as a h e a r system with two outputs and three inputs:

Let f, and fy denote the spectral densities of (x,) and of (y,) respectively and let
f,, denote the corresponding cross-spectrum. Then the relation between the
second moments of the observed processes and the transfer functions w,, i =
1,. . . , 4 and the parameters ue,uu,uuis given (omitting a factor of ( 2 ~ ) - ' )by:

where the spectral densities are considered as being defined on @ (except for the
poles) rather than on [-T, T] and where

(xP(i)z')* =Z: P(i)z-'.
If f,., fy., g, and g, denote the spectral densities of (xT), (yT), w2(z)u, and
w4(z)v, respectively then (6)-(8) can be written as

2.

NONPARAMETRIC ANALYSIS

Here we discuss the case where we do not impose additional rationality
assumptions on the transfer functions.
First we consider the question of characterizing the triplets f,, fy,f,, such that
there exist w,, i = 1,. . . ,4, us,uu,u,,for which (6)-(8) holds.

(fl:

THEOREM1. For every spectral matrix
fj:) (satisfying our general assump
tions) there exist w,, i = 1 , . . . ,4, re,uu,u,,satisfying (6)-(8).
PROOF. A spectral matrix is non-negative definite, i.e.,
fx(e-'9 3 0 ,

fy(e-'*) 3 0 ,

fX(e-'^) . fy(e-'"

-1

fxy(e-'A)lZ~
0 (12)

(and integrable). Now let f,., f,- be any two functions (which as functions on
[-T, TI have the property f(A) = f(-A)) such that
fX(e-'")

(13)

0 s fy*(e-'") s f,(eCrA)

(14)

fx*(e-'^).f,*(e-rA)-I fxy(e-")I2 = O

(15)

0~ fx.(e-'"s
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(and such that in addition f,., f, -f,. and fy-fy. correspond to regular processes
i.e. these densities satisfy (see e.g., Hannan 1970) (as functions on [-m, m]):
,,
f f O A-a.e. and I-"logf(A) d* > -a
(16)
or
f =O

A-a.e.)

We now define

w,

I

for f,.+0

A-a.e.

= fx-

0

(17)
for f + = 0

A-a.e.

and gx =fx- fx.= w2uUwf; gy= fy-fv*= w4. u"w$; fr*= w3u3wT denote the
usual spectral factorizations.
REMARK1. Note that the spectral factorizations corresponding to the Wold
decomposition are unique in the scalar case if u > 0 and thus if us, u-, uo> 0
there
is
a
one-to-one
relation
between
(fx*,fy-,g,,gy) and
(w,, w2, w,, w4, us, nu, u"). If us = O then w, and w3 may be chosen arbitrary.

The following result characterizing all possible EV-systems for given f,, fy,f,
is an immediate consequence of the proof above:
COROLLARY. For given f,, f,, fry the set of all corresponding f,., fy*,g, gy is
given by (13)-(16).

REMARK2. Neglecting condition (16) (which is rather technical and of minor
importance) the allowable ranges are shown in figs. 1 and 2;
From (13)-(15) we obtain
where a 2 b, a, b E @ means that there exists a c E [O, 11 such that ca = b. (18)
shows the analogy to the static case (i.e., W,(i) =0, i f 0, j = 1,. . . ,4). As well
known, in this case

a*-' a w,(o) a 6 for w,(o) > o
where 6 and 6 are the OLS estimates of the regressions of y, on x, and of x, on
y, respectively.
This shows an 'essential nonuniqueness' (compare Kalman, 1981) for our
problem in general which cannot be resolved without imposing further assumptions. Note that the extreme points of the parts of the hyperbolas shown in figs.
1 and 2 correspond to the cases where either the inputs or the outputs are not
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FIGURE2. Feasible range for g,, g,

k)

subject to errors. I f (fl:
is singular then we must have g ,
and thus f,*= f, and f,- = fy are unique.

=g y =0

(A-a.e.)

REMARK3. I f f , , fy, fxy are perturbed, the set of f p , f,. g,, g y which are allowed
is also perturbed, with the perturbation being continuous.
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REMARK
4. Theorem 1 can be extended to the multivariable case: If (6)-(8)
are now interpreted as matrix equations (where * denotes the conjugate-transpose) then it is straightforward to show that there exist w, i = 1,.. . , 4 and
us,uu,u" satisfying these equations for every spectral matrix
$); (satisfying
our general assumptions).

(k

REMARK
5. It should be stressed again, that so far we did not impose a causality
requirement on w,(z) and thus we provided a symmetric treatment of ( x , ) and
( y , ) . If we do a priori know, that wl(z) is causal, i.e., that Wl(i) = 0 , i < 0 , then
we have additional a priori restrictions, as (17) does not define a causal w, in
general; and the corollary to theorem 1 does not longer hold true in general
with the additional causality assumption imposed. We consider the following
example: Let

then, due to the corollary above, the set of all feasible f,* is given by (see fig. 3)
u

+u

f ( e k ) u

/

1

+ ( l + i b cos A + b2)u.
U"

F~gure3 Feas~blerange for f,.
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The feasible range off,* contains e.g., as easily shown all rational spectral densities
of the form
cl

fX*(eCA)
=

P

P

1

1

n (e-'" - z,)

(e?" - z,)
4

c2

(CEA
- w])
1

.n (e-IA- w,)
1

for arbitrary lzll > 1, lwll > 1, p, q and suitable chosen cl, c2 From (17) we have
wT =

u a ( l+ br)*
ww* '

where f,. = ww* corresponds to the Wold decomposition of f,.
If we restrict ourselves to the case of rational f,. then it is clear that wl is
causal if and only if either ( x r ) is purely autoregressive or if ( x f ) is an ARMA
process with MA order equal to one and MA root being equal to r, = -b. In the
non-rational case an analogous result holds.
This example also shows that, even if the true system is causal, then in general
there may also be noncausal systems generating the same observed processes (as
these noncausal systems are contained in the feasible set described in the corollary
above). (This has been pointed out by Newbold (1978).) E.g., it may happen
that the true system is causal whereas the best linear filter between the observed
process is not. This of course very much complicates problems of testing for
causality in EV models. We also see that even if the true transfer functions are
rational, then in general the assumption of rationality of all transfer functions
rules out feas~blenon-rational transfer functions and thus provides a restriction
of generality.

3.

RATIONAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS CONDITIONS FOR IDENTIFIABILITY

We now consider the case where the transfer functions are assumed to be
rational, i.e., (we will often omit the argument z in complex functions)
where

The assumption of rationality is imposed in a great number of applications, even
if we do not a priori know that the true transfer functions are rational. An
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advantage of rational transfer functions is, that they can approximate every
transfer function with arbitrary accuracy and only a finite number of parameters
is needed for description.
The proof of our theorems concerning identifiability often will not depend on
the a priori knowledge of the degrees at least of some of the polynomials
considered. For estimation methods like the maximum likelihood method
however, the maximum degrees of a,. . . ,g, nu,. . . ,ng say, have to be prescribed
and this is the reason that we formulate our problem for given nu,. . . ,ng.
Note that the prescription of nu,. . . ,ng does not necessarily mean, that the
correct degrees are a priori known. It is even possible, that we may not insist
that the observed processes are described in our model-class.
We impose the additional assumptions:
(iii) a,b are relatively prime, and so are d,e and c,h and f,g.
(iv) a ( r ) Z01z1= 1; d(z) # O l r 1 ~1; e(z)#Olzl< 1;
c(z) # 0lzl S 1; h(z) # 0 1 ~ 1 1;
1 f ( r ) # 0lz1S 1;
g(z) #Olzl< 1;
(v) a(0) = d(0) = e(0) = c(0) = f(0) =g(O) = h(0) = 1; ue > 0.
Again, assumptions corresponding to (iv) and (v) would not be justified for
b(z), because we are directly interested in the transfer-function wl(z) of the
system rather than in its output spectrum. This causes a part of the complications
of our analysis.
If not explicitly mentioned we here will in addition impose the causality
requirement
(vi) a ( z ) # 0lzl s 1.
In this case both a(z) # Olz= 1and a(0) = 1provide no restriction of generality;
otherwise these assumptions are maintained for the sake of notational convenience.
The parameters of interest are O=(A(l), . . . ,A(na), B(O),. . . ,B(nb),
D l . . D n d , E l , . . .E
e C l . . , C C , H ( l ) , . . . ,Hfnh),
F(1), . . . ,F(nf), G(1), . . . ,G(ng), ue, u., u,,) and thus our parameterzspace, Q
say, is a subset of a Euclidian R", where n = na + . . .+ ng + 4.
Two EV systems (two parameters O,, O,E@) are called observationally
equivalent (with respect to their second moments') if they generate the same
spectral densities f,, f,, and f, in (6)-(8). A class of EV systems satisfying (i)-(vi)
(or (i)-(v)) (a parameter-space 0)is called identifiable if it contains no different
observationally equivalent parameters.
Now let us investigate additional assumptions, under which identifiability can
be obtained:
First let us note, that in the case c = 1 (i.e., when the input errors are MA
processes) d is uniquely determined from f,: In this case the poles of f, which
are located outside the unit circle are the zeros of d and as d(0) = 1, d is uniquely
determined from these poles.
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If p is any polynomial we use Sp for its actual degree (as opposed to the
prescribed one).
For the sake of completeness let us ir~troducetwo cases which have already
been investigated by Soderstrom (1980).
(i) If c-'.h = l (i.e., if the input errors are white noise) and if Sd> Se then
we have identifiability: From (6) we obtain
df,d*

= erst?*+duud*.

(19)

Since d is unlquely determined from f,, a comparison of coefficients corresponding
to power 6d in (19) gives mu. Then e and us are determined from ( f,-uu) by
the usual factorization, a and b are uniquely determined from (7) and finally f, g
and uo are uniquely determined from (8). The same analysis holds in the
multivariable case.
(ii) If e = 1and c = 1 (i.e., if x t is purely autoregressive and if the input errors
are of MA type) and if 6d> 0 then we have identifiability: Here (6) is of the form

f, = d-'.u5d-'*+ h. uuh*
and thus
df,d* = us +dhuuh*d*.
Let z, be a zero of d then uc = df,d*(z,). h and uu are obtained from f,d-'uad-" and the rest follows as before.
The same argument also holds for d = I , h = I , Sc> 0.
The common feature of these two special cases is the fact that f,* is computable
from f, and the extra structure imposed (notice that once f,. is known, the
identifiability problem becomes triv~al).The fact that f,* is computable from f,
in the first case is intuitively obvious in continuous time: f, is the sum of a white
noise and a bandlimited spectrum, and the decomposition is immediate. In the
second case, f,- is identifiable because all poles of f, must be poles of f,* and
vice versa (the measurement noise is MA), while f,* has no zeros (x,- is an AR
process).
Notice also that iff,. is in some way computable from f,, the problem is easy
to solve. For a-'. b =f,... f;: and the remaining quantities are also straightforward to obtain. These results remain valid, if the causality assumption (vi) is not
imposed. Both cases (i) and (ii) show that an a priori causality requirement on
w,(z) in general restricts the set of possible spectral density matrices

(2)
i
as in general w, = f,. f;! (f,. is unique) will not be causal.
Note, that if (except rationality) no extra structure has been imposed, then
equation (6) alone does not contain information to disentangle f,. and g, exceeding (131, because f, -f,- = g, is rational again.
Now we shall turn to a more subtle condition, in which the key is the unravelling
off,, this being possible because of an assumed genericity.
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Let
b=b+.bwhere b- has no zeros outside or on and where b+ has no zeros inside the unit
circle and where bF(0)= 1.
THEOREM2. A class of EV systems satisfying
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

b+ and b-* have no common zeros
a and e have no common zeros
d and bF* have no common zeros
d and c have no common zeros
e ( z )# 0lzl s 1
6d > 0

is identifiable.

+

REMARK6. Conditions (if-(iv) and the additional requirement e ( z ) Olzl= 1
are essentially requirements that the scheme be in some way generic.z Condition
(vi) is a requirement of minimal dynamics, which in some form is necessary, as
the completely static scheme is known to be nonidentifiable (from second
moments).
PROOF. Due to (iii), d can be determined from those poles of f,, which are
located outside of the unit circle. Then from (7) we have
df,d* = e . b-*. us. e * . b+*.a-'*
(20)
By (ii) we can determine a from the poles of df,,d*. Then due to (i) and (v) e
can be determined from
df,,d*a*

= e . b-*.

o;.e*b+*

(21)

as e corresponds to all zeros of the left hand side of (21), z,, . . . ,z,, say, which
are outside the unit circle and for which f;', . . . , f ; i are. zeros of (21) too:

But then b- can be determined from the remaining zeros of (21) which are
located outside the unit circle and analogously b+ can be determined up to a
multiplicative constant. Multiplying (6) by dd* and evaluating this expression at
a zero of d, (by (vi), there is one at least) gives us and then b+ is determined
from (21). c, h, uu,
f, g and cr" then can be determined from usual factorizations.
REMARK7. If we do not impose the causality requirement (vi), then the
following further conditions have to be added in the last theorem to guarantee
identifiability:
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(vii) a + and a-* have no common zeros; thereby a + and a- are defined
analogously to bf and b- (and a = a + . a-).
(viii) d and bt have no common zeros..
(ix) a-* and e have no common zeros.
In this case d can be determined from (7) from those poles z, of f,, with the
property that their reflections Z;' are again poles off,,; the remaining quantities
are obtained as in the proof above.

REMARK8. Consider e.g., the case where b+ and b-* may have common
roots, but where the other conditions of theorem 2 hold. Assume that there is
only one zero z,, lzll> 1 in (21) such that z;' is a zero of (21) too. If el =
(1 - zjz,), b;, b,: us satisfy (21), then also
ez=l,

b;=b;.(l-z.Zl),

Let

If the spectral density f, of (x,) satisfies f,(e-'~>max{fl(e-"1, f2(e-I")} then
(if the degrees of the polynomials are not a priori known), we can obtain no
further information from ( 6 ) .An analogous statement holds for (8).
Of course if e.g., f,-,,(e-'"> f,(eCA) for some A then fI cannot correspond
to the 'true' parameters.
If we have a priori knowledge about the structure of the measurement errors,
we do not need conditions (i)-(iv) and (vi) in theorem 2 as the next theorem shows.
Let a* denote the greatest common divisor of a and e (with the normalization
a*(O) = 1) and let (6, 6) = Z 1 . ( a , e).
THEOREM
3. A class of EV systems satisfying:

(i) c = 1
(ii) f - ' . g = l
(iii) Sk> 0
is identij?able.
PROOF. Due to (i), d is obtained from (6). Furthermore, we obtain 6 from
the poles of the left-hand side in (20) and we have:

df,,d*i*

= a*.

;. b-*. uak*b+*,

(221
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Now let z,, . . . , z,, denote all those roots of b, with the property that their
reflections 2;' are again roots of b, arranged such that lr,l lz,+,l, 2;' = z2,-,; i =
1 , . . . , r; Furthermore let

We can obtain Zb: from all those roots in (22) which are outside or on the unit
circle and where their reflections are roots in (22) too; also b + . b:-' then can
be determined from (22) up to a multiplicative constant.
From (8) we have
i d f y d * i *= b + . b-*. Z . us.Z*b-b+*+idu,,d*i*.

(23)

By (iii) there is a z , such that Z(z,)= 0 ; then d ( z , )# 0 , and i ( z , )f 0 and thus
there is at least one zero of Zb: for which (23) is unequal to zero and for such
a zero we obtain
Multiplying the expression

with ( b + .b:-'.Z.b:)-'(b+*.Z*)-' we obtain b-; but then e can be determined
from
df,d*i. b-*-'(bf*Z*)-'.B-'(O)

= iZue.B-'(0).

But then also Z (from Z and eb:) and a are uniquely determined and also b+
up to a multiplicative constant. This constant as well as us,is determined by (22)
and ( 2 5 ) , h and uuare given by (6).
Last, we shall consider the case again, discussed at the begmn~ngof this section,
where c-'. h = 1, but no longer do we assume that Sd > Se. As earlier, we can
at once identify d. As it turns out, we can also identify other quantities in the
generic case, where the appropriate notion of genericity is different to that used
earlier and will become clear in the description of the identification process. For
the sake of simplicity let us assume e ( z )# 0 121 S 1.
From (20) it is trivial to identify all those z, which have the potential to be a
zero of e-any zero of dfxyd*,/ z /> 1 can have this property. (This is so irrespective
of whether 2-' is also a zero; also a zero of df,,d* in 121 > 1 may be a zero of
b*). There are evidently a finite number of candidates for e ( z ) .
Now we can appeal to generlcity In one of two ways: If b is not such that it
has two zeros with product 1 and if e and a have no common zero, then the
only candidate possible for e is ( 2 - 2 , ) where z , and 2;' are both zeros of
df,,d*. Alternatively, considering (19)we note that generically only one candidate
e ( z ) will be such that constants us and uMexist to satisfy this equation.
Of course, once d and e are known, the rest is easy.

n
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NOTES
'As well known, in our case higher order moments (in the non-Gaussian case) may contain
additional information concerning the parameters (see e.g., Reierssl (1950)). However we will not
investigate this here.
A property is called generic (in the parameter space 0 c W") if it holds for all points of the
parameter space with the possible exception of a proper variety (i.e., the locus of common zeros of
a finite number of polynomials aver R" which is not the W" itself). Especially if nd> 0 then the class
of parameters satisfying (i)-(vi) are open and dense relative to the parameter space and its complement
is of Lebesgue measure equal to zero.
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